Brett:
 Summary: The Delphyne has changed course from ts planned rendezvous with the USS Carter to assist a civilian freighter experiencing a serious mechanical problem.  The Delphyne is now twenty minutes away from the stricken ship.

Brett:
 <<<<Resume Mission: ALIITRA - Part 2">>>>

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::arrives on the bridge, looking for the Captain::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::in engineer::

CO_Mordane:
 ::sitting in his chair on the bridge::

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Checking over Science station's simulations. ::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*: I believe I may have a way to get the engineer crew off the frieghter and attempt repairs

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: That's good news Commander, what's the plan?

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::sees the Captain in his chair and walks over to speak to him, passes by the science station and admires the XO's backside, then continues on:: CO: I am ready with hyronolin shots for all the away team... sir... may I ask if I will be allowed to go? I could be useful to render immediate medical assistance.

CO_Mordane:
 CMO: That may very well be a possibility.  We're going to attempt a remote rescue first. I don't want to endanger anyone unnecessarily.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*: The radition will make transporting them straight off every unlike.  However we could launch a resuce mission via workbees, which allows the pilot to were a EVA suit and exit the craft.  We have four such workbee on board.  The AT would pilot the workbees to an airlock, contect to the frieghter with the arm and exit the workbee and enter the frieghter.  
XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Hears CMO's voice, turns to admire the CMO from behind, then goes back to work. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::antennae wilt slightly:: CO: Aye sir.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*: Once on board the team can set up transport pattern buffer enhancer which should allow us to beam over and then attempt repairs. However the EVA suit only provide 30 minutes of protection again radation

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: That works for getting them off the ship.  Any ideas on how to shut down the core and EPS conduits?  Something tells me those environmental suits won't last 30 minutes inside main engineering.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::antennae perk up hearing the CEO:: CO: Hyronolin injections can extend that period of time.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*:Suit should protect, but I am not sure we be able to save the ship. Based on the data we have so far I would recomand we worry about saving the Crew, then the cargo and the ship last

Brett:
 <FCO> Bridge crew: ETA is now ten minutes.

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Chief, do you concur with that analysis?

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::checks on the status of his repair team::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Aye, sir. I'd also recommend sending pattern enhancers if you send an away team, just in case things get worse.

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: All right commander, let's put your plan to work.  You'll take a workbee over with pattern enhancers and start evacuating the engineers in the aft section.  I want to be in constant contact with you on this one.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::turns to look at the XO as he speaks, gives him a small smile, then turns back to the CO as he speaks::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*We need to take a com unit as well then sir, because the radition will effect combadges

Brett:
 <FCO> All: ETA Five minutes.

CO_Mordane:
 CMO: Doctor, for now you'll be attending to the engineers once they get beamed over.  We'll send them directly to sickbay.

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: Then do so.

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Chief, you're my situational awareness.  I want to know the minute anything changes over there.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::contacts the repair and orders to suit up in eva suits and head for the work bee as he heads to do like wise, grabing four com units and two sets of pattern enhancers::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Aye, sir.  ::Turns back to Science console, a little disappointed that he's not going but understanding that he's needed there. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::heard the FCO and was about to say something similar herself, her mouth open about to speak she closes it then... :: CO: Aye, Sir. ::turns to exit the bridge passing by the XO again and gives him another smile::

XO_Mash`ev:
 ::smiles at the CMO as she leaves. ::

Brett:
 Action: The Delphyne drops out of warp and falls into a parallel course with the stricken freighter.  The repair teams suit up and the work bees are prepared.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::arrives in sickbay::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::in the cockpit of his workbee, waiting for the word to launch::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::calls all her people together and tells them what to expect and the orders for triage::

CO_Mordane:
 COM: Carter: USS Carter, this is Captain Mordane of the USS Delphyne.  We are on station and beginning rescue efforts.  Do you copy?

XO_Mash`ev:
 *CEO*: I'm going to keep a channel open to this workstation, commander. Give the word and I'll beam you out.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *XO*acknowledge Sir

Brett:
 Action: Communications are established, and the fatigued face of the freighter's captain appears on the screen.  An older human male of Asian ancestry, Shagira's white hair is unkempt and his face looks haggard from worry and stress.

Brett:
 <CO Shagira> COM:CO: I am glad to see you Captain.  Can you help my men?

CO_Mordane:
 COM: Shagira: We're going to do our best.  We'll be sending a crew of workbees out to enter the aft section and set up pattern enhancers.  With luck, we'll be able to beam them out of there.  Once that's accomplished we'll work on getting you folks in the fore section out, and then we'll assess your ship.

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: Commander, you may launch when ready.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *CO*:Aye Sir launching as soon as the bay doors open

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::powers up his workbee, and begins to move it forwards as he sends out the single to the other three workbee which follow suit::

Brett:
 <CO Shagira> COM:CO:  ::Looks relieved::  Thank you Captain, we will be ready here.  I will assemble all of my crew in the mess hall, just aft of the bridge.

Brett:
 Action: The bay doors open, and the work bees depart.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::heads out into space and towards the frieghter, scanning for an air lock, which would allow for the shortest distance to the trapped crew::

Brett:
 <TO> CO: Sir, scanners show the lifesigns in the aft section are fading...they haven't much time.

CO_Mordane:
 TO: Acknowledged.

CO_Mordane:
 COM: CEO: Commander, word is the engineers are running low on time.  Anything you can do to cut corners...

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *CO*:aye Sir ::Finds the air lock and moves his craft to it, he watchs as he soon hit the max speed of a workerbee

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::notices that he has to travel through one of the dangerous radition zones to get to trapped men but doing otherwise would add time. He docks his craft and secures it then pops open the hatch and makes his way to the airlock, attempting to open it::

Brett:
 Action: The lock is old and resists the CEO's attempt.  he redoubles his efforts and the lock gradually gives way, granting access.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::enters the air lock with one other and waits for it to cycle::

Brett:
 @INFO: Inside the freighter the lighting is dim, and clouds of steam vent into the area as emergency pressure valves release periodically.  Rotating red lights proclaim the emergency situation and bathe the interior in a weird, bloody glow.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @*CO*:I have enter the air lock waiting for it to ::here the ding and opens the door:: Correct I am in side the frieghter

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: I'm keeping a lock on the CEO, sir. When we have more information, I can feed it into the simulation that's running.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::glad he small, less mass for the radition to effect, or at least he hopes, pulls head thru the frieghter attempting to us his tricoder to follow the life signs but not giving much hope that the trioder will work in the radition::

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Excellent Chief.

Brett:
 @Action: The CEO is able to follow the flickering tricorder signature to the aft compartment.  The ship is small and simply laid out so there are a minimum of turns to make.

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Correction. The lock is degrading the further he goes into the high radiation zone.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::paces in sickbay knowing when it comes time she and her staff will be called into action quickly -- she just hates the waiting part::

CO_Mordane:
 XO: I can't say that surprises me.  Let's hope the pattern enhancers work.

XO_Mash`ev:
 *CEO*: We have a lock on you but it's degrading as you go further into the radiation. Be careful, Jake.

Brett:
 @Action: The repair team each makes their way into the air lock and enter the ship, carrying the additional pattern enhancers and gear.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::arrives to the compartment where the surrivoers are and turn his suit com unit to Pa::all: I am Commander Jakuharrr of the USS Delphyne.  We have come to rescue you ::moition for his men to set up the pattern enhaners:: 

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *XO*: Acknowledged, sir. We are setting up the pattern enhancers at this time.

Brett:
 @INFO: Inside the small compartment, used for storage and drive maintenance, the CEO and his team find four "bodies".  All are human males, one has definite plasma burns on his face and body.

Brett:
 @<Engineering Team>  ::Sets up enhancers::

XO_Mash`ev:
 *CEO* Acknowledged. I'll look for the pattern enhanced signal and let you know when we're ready.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::scans the bodys for life signs::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::frowns and put the tricoder away and begin dragging the bodies into the pattern enhancers and motions for his men to help him as they set up their enhancers::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO/*CEO*: Lock established.  ::sounds relieved::

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Start bringing them over Chief.  Send them direct to sickbay.

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO/*CEO*: Aye. Transporting directly to sickbay. ::Initiates transport for the irradiated engineers. ::

XO_Mash`ev:
 *CMO* Prepare to receive some patients, doctor.

CMO_P`Trell:
 *XO*: Understood!

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::finish moving the last of the injured engineers into the enhancers::*Bridge*: Four to beam over ::Motion for one of his men to join him.

Brett:
 @Action: The four freighter crewmen are beamed from their deadly prison and into Sickbay.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::hears the beam in and gets to work with her staff::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::scans for ration level before entering the engineer area::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::she attends to the one with the worst injuries and looks to the biobed for his vital signs::

CMO_P`Trell:
 <Nurse Lenore> ::scans another patient::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Captain, what about the crew in the mess hall on the Hideki Maru?

CMO_P`Trell:
 <MO T'Rin> ::scans another patient::

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Can you get a lock on them directly?

CMO_P`Trell:
 <MO Rondell> ::scans the fourth patient::

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: I believe so, sir. They're not in a high radiation zone.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::sees the mand with the plasma burns is dead goes to Nurse Lenore's patient:: Nurse: Status?

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Then let's start bringing them over.  Have Captain Shagira come up to the bridge after he arrives.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::orders his men to stay were there are as he engineer area for a quick survery of the damage. to see if it is fixable::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::sees other staff removing the irradiated clotiing from the patients by cutting them off::

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: Commander, your work is done, let's come on back.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::radtion effects his com unit and he hears... Comma.....work is ....ome....ack::

CMO_P`Trell:
 <Nurse Lenore> CMO: I've started him on 2 ccs hyronolin as per your suggestion.

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Aye. CO/*CMO*: Initiating transport of the rest of the crew of the Hideki Maru to the Delphyne.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::finish his survery and retreats to a safer area::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::nods, looks up:: Nurse: Good...

Brett:
 @Action: The engineer with the CEO begins to sway, feeling dizzy.

Brett:
 @<EO> CEO: Chief, I don't...feel too good.  Let's get...out of here.

CMO_P`Trell:
 <MO T'rin> ::also starts the hyronalin injections::

CO_Mordane:
 ::hearing no response from the CEO, he tries again::  *CEO*: Commander, report in.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @*bridge*: I have survery the damage, it take 15 to 25 minutes to repair the damage :: adds a little padding as he feels the frieghter sway back and futher

CMO_P`Trell:
 <MO Rondell> ::starts the hyronalin treatment::

Brett:
 Action: The remaining freighter crew are transported over in groups.

CO_Mordane:
 XO: How long have they been over there?

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: They've been off the Delphyne for almost 20 minutes. They've been in the high radiation zone for nearly 15.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 @::orders his men to pattern buffers as he stumblers there himself::*Bridge*Four to beam back

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Long enough it appears, beam them directly to sickbay.

XO_Mash`ev:XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Aye, sir. CO/*CEO*/*CMO*: Initiating transport of Delphyne engineers. ::verifies transporter lock. ::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::has a staff person remove the dead man for autopsy::

Brett:
 <Shagira> ::Enters the bridge, escorted by a security man.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::hears the Aye Sir and knows additional people are coming::

CMO_P`Trell:
 All: Our engineers are on the way...

Brett:
 Action: The Delphyne crew is beamed back to the ship, materializing in sickbay.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::arrives back on the delphyne and yanks of his helemt just in time to vomit all over the deck and pass out::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::starts scanning the CEO::

Brett:
 <Shagira> CO: How are my men?

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::sees they all have radiation poisoning, quickly gives him a hyronalin injection and sets him down:: CEO: You will be alright... sit down...

CO_Mordane:
 *CMO*: Doctor, Captain Shagira is up here requesting an update on his men.  How are things going?

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: All personel have been beamed off of the Hideki Maru, sir.

CO_Mordane:
 XO: Excellent work Chief.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::injects the next engineer:: *CO*: Two are critical.. we've started them on hyronolin treatments... the third is in better shape... the fourth... is dead I regret to say.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::injects another engineer::

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::injects the fourth engineer::

Brett:
 <Shagira> ::Hears the CMO's report and hangs his head::  CO: I was afraid Yoshi wouldn't make it.  He was badly burned, I am told.

CO_Mordane:
 Shagira: It could have been far worse.  I trust Dr. P'Trell to see the rest of them through to recovery.  Now, we also have your ship to deal with.  I'm told repairs will take under 30 minutes, so I could send a fresh crew over.  Is that what you want to do?

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::Begins to feel a bit better::CMO: AM i going to lose my fur?

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::set the delphyne engineers off to the side::

CMO_P`Trell:
 CEO: There might be some thinning... but I doubt it.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 CMO: that good, ::looks less worried:: What about my tail? ::looks worried again::

CMO_P`Trell:
 Nurse: Get the Maru's patients into the long term care wards... they'll need a few days to recover.

Brett:
 <Shagira> CO: Yes, that would be fine.  But do not risk any of your crew for us Captain...You have already saved our lives, I do not ask for more.

CMO_P`Trell:
 CEO: You should be as right as snow in a couple of hours... ::gives him a reassuring smile::

CO_Mordane:
 Shagira: We'll excercise all due caution.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 CMO: So i gather I am not release for duties? Do i have to stay in sickbay?

Brett:
 <Shagira> Self, but audible: Damn them.  I knew I couldn't trust them.  ::Shakes his head::

CMO_P`Trell:
 CEO: For a couple of hours... you aren't well. You can rest in your room if you want.

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: Chief, assign another work crew to go over there and enact repairs.  I do NOT want any of the original crew, you included, going back over.  We'll remain on station until we get the Hideki Maru up and running again.

CO_Mordane:
 XO: For once, a rescue that went well.

XO_Mash`ev:
 CO: Sir, I could go over.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 *Bridge*: Aye Sir, the doctor informs I am not fight for duty for several more hours anyway.  However sir it might be wise to see if we can trigger the jetison of the cargo modules remotly.  It may not be worth the risk to send a second repair crew over

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 ::contacts his assitnat and orders him to get a second team read to go, making sure that this team get there shoots first.::

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 CMO: Doctor do you have some you can spare to send with the repair crew?

CO_Mordane:
 *CEO*: We'll go over your assessment with the Doctor and Captain Shagira, and proceed from there.  Nice work today Commander.

CMO_P`Trell:
 CEO: Yes, I can provide hyronalin injections for everyone.

CMO_P`Trell:
 ::realizes he means something else:: CEO: Oh yes... I wanted to go on the away team.

CEO_Jakuharrr:
 :: Realizes the CMO was going to contact the captain:: CMO: You may want to let the XO know that.  But if we send a second team I do recomand we send a medical person along

CMO_P`Trell:
 *CO*: Sir is anyone else going to be going to the Maru? If so they should get hyronalin injections before going over... and I believe the CEO suggests that a medic tag along as well... I heartily concur.

XO_Mash`ev:
 :: Wonders what Shagira's comment was about ::

CO_Mordane:
 Shagira: Couldn't trust who?  Just what landed you in this crisis to begin with Captain?

Brett:
 <Shagira> CO/XO: The Ferengi.  We had some trouble with our drive system at the last port.  One of their traders was there; he had what we needed...sold it pretty cheap too, which I should have picked up on.  I'll be you anything his parts were sub-standard.

Brett:
 <<<<Pause>>>>

